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11 ABSTRACT: Electrochemical reduction of the dizaonium
12 complex, [RuII(bda)(NO)(N−N2)2]

3+, 23+ (N−N2
2+ is 4-

13 (pyridin-4-yl) benzenediazonium and bda2− is 2,2′-bipyridine-
14 6,6′-dicarboxylate), in acetone produces the covalent grafting of
15 this molecular complex onto glassy carbon (GC) electrodes.
16 Multiple cycling voltammetric experiments on the GC
17 electrode generates hybrid materials labeled as GC-4, with
18 the corresponding Ru-aqua complex anchored on the graphite
19 surface. GC-4 has been characterized at pH = 7.0 by
20 electrochemical techniques and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
21 (XAS) and has been shown to act as an active catalyst for the oxidation of water to dioxygen. This new hybrid material has a
22 lower catalytic performance than its counterpart in homogeneous phase and progressively decomposes to form RuO2 at the
23 electrode surface. Nevertheless the resulting metal oxide attached at the GC electrode surface, GC-RuO2, is a very fast and
24 rugged heterogeneous water oxidation catalyst with TOFis of 300 s−1 and TONs > 45 000. The observed performance is
25 comparable to the best electrocatalysts reported so far, at neutral pH.

26 KEYWORDS: water oxidation catalysis, electrocatalysis, water splitting, Ru complexes, modified graphite electrodes,
27 heterogeneous water oxidation catalysis, RuO2

1. INTRODUCTION
28 Catalytic water oxidation to molecular dioxygen is one of the
29 key processes in photocatalytic cells that generate solar fuels by
30 solar water-splitting.1 In addition, the underlying four-electron/
31 four-proton water oxidation is of biological interest since such
32 reaction takes place at the oxygen-evolving Mn4Ca complex of
33 photosystem II in green plants and algae.2

34 Significant developments in the field of water oxidation
35 catalysis have emerged over the past few years, including both
36 molecular systems3,4 and metal-oxide catalysts.5−7 Water
37 oxidation catalysts (WOCs) benefit from molecular toolkit
38 that exploit electronic and steric effects and can be efficiently
39 combined to generate extremely fast, oxidatively rugged
40 catalysts.8−16 For such purpose, the effects of ligand
41 perturbations on catalyst performance need to be fully
42 understood, including for example changes in ligand coordina-
43 tion modes, hydrogen-bonding, coordination numbers, in-
44 ductive effects, and site isolation. Finally, molecular WOCs also
45 benefit from an arsenal of spectroscopic techniques that can be
46 applied to molecules and allow to derive detailed information
47 on molecular and electronic structures.17 In addition, anchoring
48 WOCs on electrode surfaces is a very attractive strategy for

49generation of hybrid materials for heterogeneous water
50oxidation.18−24

51Hybrid materials are very attractive since they can provide a
52large degree of flexibility to build photoelectrochemical cells for
53water splitting.25−27 On the other hand, recent contributions
54have shown that metal oxides obtained from transition metal
55complexes exhibit highly active water oxidation catalysis. The
56nature of the transition metal complex as well as the oxide
57formation protocol strongly influence catalytic perform-
58ance.28,6,29,30

59RuO2 has long been known to be an effective electrocatalytic
60material for water oxidation to molecular dioxygen.31,32 Recent
61work has focused on the relationship of particle size and shape
62with catalytic water oxidation performance, at different pHs,
63including catalysts immobilized on different electrode surfa-
64ces.33−36 Here, we complement earlier studies by exploring the
65catalytic activation of graphite carbon electrodes by using the
66 s1molecular Ru-aqua complex GC-4 (see Scheme 1), obtained by
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67 reduction of the corresponding diazonium salt. Furthermore,
68 we analyze the catalytic performance of these new hybrid
69 materials with regard to water oxidation to molecular dioxygen
70 reaction, and the fate of the Ru-complex precursor after
71 catalytic performance.

2. RESULTS

72 2.1. Preparation and Electrochemical Anchoring of
73 23+ into Graphitic Surfaces. The synthetic strategy followed
74 for the preparation of glassy carbon electrodes modified with
75 molecular Ru-bda (bda is [2,2′-bipyridine]-6,6′-dicarboxylate)
76 based water oxidation catalysts is presented in Scheme 1.
77 Reaction of [Ru(DMSO)4Cl2], bda2−, and 4-(pyridin-4-yl)-
78 aniline (N−NH2) generates the diamino complex [Ru(bda)-
79 (N−NH2)2], 1. Treatment of 1 with nitric oxide produces the
80 oxidation of the amino groups to the corresponding highly
81 reactive diazonium salts together with the formation of a Ru−
82 NO group, generating [RuII(bda)(NO)(N−N2)2]

3+, 23+, as can
83 be observed in Scheme 1. Complex 23+ is then used as the
84 starting material for the formation of hybrid materials upon
85 electrochemical reduction of the diazonium derivatives.
86 Complexes 1 and 23+ were characterized by the usual analytic
87 and spectroscopic techniques including NMR spectroscopy
88 (see the SI) since both of them are diamagnetic.
89 The electrochemical properties of the complexes described in
90 this work were investigated by means of cyclic voltammetry
91 (CV). All the potentials are reported vs. SSCE unless explicitly
92 stated otherwise. Reduction of the Ru-bda diazonium salt
93 complex 23+ on a glassy carbon electrode in acetone generates
94 the hybrid material GC-4X (where X refers to a Ru vacant site
95 where an acetone, or an aqua ligand can coordinate). This
96 material in turn generates the Ru-aqua complex on the surface
97 of the electrode, GC-4 (see Scheme 1), upon several CV
98 cycling experiments in a neat pH 7 phosphate buffer solution,

f1 99 as described below. The graphitic surfaces used to anchor the

100 f1Ru complex 32+ are depicted in Figure 1. Glassy carbon disks,
101GC, were used for the general evaluation of the redox

102properties of 23+ and its surface anchored derivatives. Glassy
103carbon rods, GCr, were used because its high surface area
104allows to deposit very low concentrations of the active species.
105Glassy carbon thin plates, GCp, were used for synchrotron
106measurements and finally reticular vitreous carbon, commonly
107named “carbon sponge”, GCs, were used for bulk electrolysis
108experiments because of their very high surface area.
109 f2Figure 2 shows the electrochemical response obtained for 23+

110in acetone using a glassy carbon electrode disk (GC) of 0.07
111cm2 surface area. The scanning starts at 0.40 V toward the
112anodic region up to 0.80 V and then the potential is reversed at
113−0.40 V and swept back to 0.80 V. The large reductive
114irreversible wave at Ep,c = 0.25 V (labeled 2 in Figure 2, left) is
115associated with the reduction of the diazonium group of 23+

116leading to a carbon radical generation, followed by C−C bond
117formation with the graphite electrode.37,38 Depending on the

Scheme 1. Synthetic Strategy Used for the Preparation of GC-4 Modified Electrodesa

abda2− is [2,2′-bipyridine]-6,6′-dicarboxylate, N−NH2 is 4-(pyridin-4-yl)aniline, and X = H and/or OH. The dashed lines at the first coordination
sphere of the Ru metal center indicate bonds that are being simultaneously formed and broken.

Figure 1. Drawing of working glassy carbon electrodes used in this
work. Glassy carbon disk, GC (ϕ = 0.3 cm, S = 0.07 cm2), glassy
carbon rods, GCrx (ϕ = 5 or 7 mm × 5 cm length and labeled GCr5
and GCr7, respectively), glassy carbon plates GCp (180 μm × 25 mm
× 15 mm), and reticular vitreous carbon commonly named carbon
sponge, GCs,(1 cm3, S = 10 cm2, 20 ppi). For the rotating disk
electrode, a glassy carbon disk of ϕ = 0.4 cm (S = 0.125 cm2) was
used.
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118 graphitic material, and given the axial nature of the two
119 diazonium salts, the molecular complex can be anchored
120 through any of the two sides. If only one side is anchored then
121 one of the axial ligands will end up forming a terminal phenyl,
122 or phenol group, or both.37,38 From an electrochemical point of
123 view, the activity of these complexes might be practically
124 identical and thus will not be discriminated in the following.
125 The quasi-reversible wave at 0.15 V (Ep,a = 0.20 V ; Ep,c =
126 0.10 V; ΔE = 100 mV; labeled 3 in Figure 2) is associated with
127 the one electron redox process of the nitrosyl group, both for
128 the one just anchored on the glassy carbon electrode and the
129 one that is in solution, associated with 23+. Finally the wave at
130 0.52 V (Ep,a = 0.58 V; Ep,c = 0.46 V; ΔE = 120 mV; labeled 1
131 and 4 in Figure 2) can be due to the oxidation of the initial
132 complex (23+) in solution as well as several Ru(III/II) processes
133 of anchored species labeled GC-4X (X = acetone, water, NO or
134 a vacant site) vide infra.
135 Because of the low stability of the nitrosyl group at low
136 oxidation states under ambient light and high phosphate buffer
137 concentrations,39 the reduction wave at 0.15 V leads to the
138 release of the nitrosyl group generating a vacant site. The latter
139 can be potentially occupied by other coordinating molecules
140 such as acetone or water depending on the conditions, as has
141 also been observed for related Ru-NO complexes.40,41 This can
142 be clearly seen in Figure 2 (right), where a modified electrode
143 generated in the same manner as in Figure 2 is transferred to a
144 clean acetone solution with supporting electrolyte only. Upon
145 20 cycles from −0.40 to 0.80 the wave associated with the
146 nitrosyl reduction diminishes whereas the wave associated with
147 the GC-4X, III/II, process progressively increases. The direct
148 interconversion is further corroborated by the fact that the
149 overall charge at the cathodic III/II wave at the 20th cycle is
150 practically the same as the sum of the initial III/II waves plus
151 the one for the nitrosyl at the first scan. Alternatively, If GC-4X
152 is cycled in a pH = 7 aqueous solution up to 1.2 V, the
153 conversion from GC-4X to GC-4 is much faster and with a
154 single scan a complete conversion is obtained as shown in
155 Figure S15 in the SI.
156 The amount of mass deposited on the electrode can be
157 controlled by changing the applied potential, the time period
158 for which this potential is applied, or the concentration of the

159initial diazonium salt 23+. Changing only initial concentration of
160the diazonium salt, while keeping the same protocol just
161described, provides an exquisite control of the mass deposited
162on the electrode surface (see the SI for further details).
1632.2. Nature and Activity of the GC-4 Hybrid Materials
164at Low Potentials. The electrochemical properties of GC-4
165have been investigated by multiple scanning CV in water at pH
166 f37.0, as displayed in Figure 3. The upper part of Figure 3 depicts

167the electrochemical performance of GC-4 up to 0.90 V vs SSCE
168(all redox potentials reported in this work are versus the SSCE
169reference electrode unless explicitly mentioned) where the III/
170II couple at 0.40 V is clearly seen as well as the electrocatalytic
171wave associated with the V/IV couple that starts increasing its
172intensity at approximately 0.75 V. The IV/III couple that is
173located at 0.60 V is very weak as in the homogeneous phase
174probably due to slow proton coupled electron transfer process
175as has been observed for related Ru-aqua complexes.42 The CV
176of GC-4 nicely parallels that of [Ru(bda)(4-Me-py)2]

10 in the
177homogeneous phase at the same pH = 7 and thus corroborates
178the integrity of the molecular structure even when the complex
179is anchored on the surface.
180Multiple scans, from −0.40 to 0.90, were carried out to
181evaluate the electrocatalytic performance of GC-4 and its
182structural integrity. As can be observed in Figure 3 (top), for
183increasing number of cycles, the intensity of the catalytic wave
184decreases as well as the charge under the III/II wave. This
185observation suggests the presence of a deactivation pathway

Figure 2. (left) Cyclic voltammetry showing the electrochemical
response of 23+ dissolved in acetone, on a glassy carbon working
electrode disk (see text for details). The solid arrow indicates the scan
direction. Right, 20 repetitive cyclic voltammetric scans using GC-4X
as the starting material in neat acetone, showing the disappearance of
the wave due to the Ru−NO group at 0.15 V and the increase of the
wave at 0.55 V (dashed arrows indicate increasing or decreasing
current intensities upon scanning).

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetry analysis of the electrocatalytic
performance of GC-4 at pH = 7.0 upon 20 repetitive scans up to
0.90 V (top) and up to 1.10 V (bottom). Solid arrows indicate the
starting potential of the first cycle. The dashed line corresponds to the
first cycle whereas the black line corresponds to the last one. In gray
are depicted the rest of the cycles. ΔQ refers to the change of charge
under the anodic wave at 0.50 V from the first to the last cycle. ΔI
refers to the change of intensity of the anodic electrocatalytic wave at
0.90 V for the top experiments and at 1.10 V for the bottom. Dashed
arrows indicate the redox couples of GC-4 (RuV/RuIV, RuIV/RuIII, and
RuIII/RuII).
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186 that slowly reduces the performance of the GC-4 material.
187 Indeed, after 20 cycles, the charge below the III/II couple is
188 reduced by 15% while the intensity of the electrocatalytic wave
189 decreases by 20% of its initial value (the second cycle is always
190 taken into consideration for these measurements). These
191 experiments were also performed at 1.00, 1.10, and 1.20 V, as
192 reported in Figure 3 (bottom) and Figures S17 and S18 (SI).
193 Chronoamperometric measurements were carried out at Eapp
194 = 0.87 V, allowing to calculate an indicative TOF of 0.27 s−1

195 assuming a 100% faradaic efficiency (see Figure S19). The
196 approximate TOFi compares well with that of a previously
197 reported Ru-bda complex anchored on GC, following a related
198 immobilization strategy.22

199 The multiple cycling performed at 1.10 V shows how the
200 intensity of the III/II wave rapidly decreases after 20 cycles to
201 approximately 35% of its original charge whereas, in sharp
202 contrast now, the intensity at 1.10 V initially decreases but then
203 rapidly increases by 25%. These phenomena are due to the
204 depletion of the Ru−OH2 active species from the surface of the
205 electrode, concomitant with the generation of new species that
206 are much more active than the Ru−OH2 but shows a foot of
207 the electrocatalytic wave that is anodically shifted to
208 approximately 1.10 V. These new highly active species are
209 due to the formation of RuO2 on the surface of the GC
210 electrode, as will be demonstrated in the next section and will
211 be labeled GC-RuO2 from now on throughout this manuscript.
212 Interestingly, as is the case for most oxides,5−7 the CV of the
213 GC-RuO2 is featureless except for the electrocatalytic wave.
214 2.3. Nature and Activity of the GC-4 Hybrid Materials
215 at High Potentials. We have anchored the Ru-aqua complex
216 on large surface glassy carbon thin plates GCp (180 μm × 15
217 mm × 25 mm) to characterize the nature of the species on the
218 electrode surface during catalytic turnover, following the
219 evolution of reactive species by both electrochemistry and
220 XAS. A similar protocol, as in the case of the GC electrodes,
221 was employed here to generate the corresponding GCp hybrid
222 materials.

f4 223 Figure 4 shows the electrochemical activity of a GCp-4X
224 material when exposed to 50 consecutive scans, from 0.00 to
225 1.20 V. The first scan mainly transforms GCp-4X into GCp-4.
226 The increase of the anodic limit to 1.20 V increases the speed
227 of the transformation of both GCp-4X into GCp-4 and GCp-4
228 into GCp-RuO2. This observation is consistent with the
229 featureless response of GCp-RuO2 except for the large
230 electrocatalytic wave. Thus, the materials generated by
231 electrooxidation involve a mixture of GCp-4 and GCp-RuO2
232 with a relative composition that depends on the number of
233 cycles. Furthermore, the absence of any other wave in the CV
234 reveals the lack of intermediate species in this conversion,
235 indicating a very fast and progressive transformation from 4 to
236 RuO2 at the electrode surface. Figure 4 (top left) shows that
237 the intensity under the III/II wave has decreased by about 50%
238 after 25 cycles, suggesting that about half of the initial amount
239 of 4 has been transformed into RuO2.
240 Modified glassy carbon plates obtained at different
241 voltammetric cycles, labeled GCp-4n (n = 0, 5, 10, 25) where
242 “n” indicates the number of cycles (Figure 4), were analyzed by
243 XAS. The XAS results obtained for these four samples are

f5 244 summarized in Figure 5 and in the SI. After grafting complex
245 23+onto GCp electrodes, both the K-edge and EXAFS spectra
246 of GCp-40 indicated that the overall structure around the Ru
247 center was preserved, although a slight increase of the Ru−N/
248 O bond lengths was observed in GCp-40 (Table S1). For

249increasing numbers of CV scans, an increase of the K-edge
250energy was observed (Figure 5B) and for GCp-425 the increase
251was about ∼0.5 eV larger than for GCp-40. Assuming a K-edge
252shift of ∼1.7 eV per Ru oxidation step, our results suggests that
253∼30% of the initial Ru(III) was oxidized to RuIVO2. Further,
254EXAFS analysis revealed a slight decrease of the shorter Ru−
255N/O bond lengths in GCp-4n for increasing CV scan numbers
256and an increase of the Fourier-Transform (FT) peaks around 3
257Å. The ∼3 Å FT features and the corresponding EXAFS
258oscillations in the k-range of about 9−12 Å−1 were similar to
259the spectral features of a RuO2 sample. Accordingly, EXAFS
260simulations yielded a new Ru−Ru distance of ∼3.6 Å which is
261similar to the Ru−Ru distance in RuO2 (see Table S1 in the
262SI). Such distance becomes more prominent for increasing
263numbers of CV scans (Figure 5D). The value of NRu−Ru of ∼1.3
264suggests that ∼20% of the ruthenium in GCp-425 is present in
265the form of RuO2. The value obtained here for the
266transformation of 4 to RuO2 on the GCp-425 electrode is
267substantially lower than the one obtained by CV probably due
268to the fact that not all the generated RuO2 remains tightly
269attached to the electrode surface and is partially washed off
270during the rinsing protocol used for the XAS sample
271preparation.
272Further evidence for the formation of RuO2 comes from the
273XPS analysis of GCr7-4 and GCr7-RuO2, that contain basically
274the initial homogeneous catalyst anchored at a glassy carbon
275rod and RuO2 respectively (see section below for more details
276and the SI for the spectra). Indeed the signal associated with
277the N-1s region is practically at blank level in the GCr7-RuO2
278material, clearly indicating that the original ligands have
279disappeared.
2802.4. Quantitative Analysis and Performance of Hybrid
281Materials for Catalytic Water Oxidation. The catalytic
282performance of RuO2, electrodeposited on graphite electrodes
283by overoxidation of the molecular precursor 4, was evaluated by
284CV and chronoamperometric methodologies. For such

Figure 4. Repetitive cyclic voltammograms (50 cycles) for GCp-4X at
pH = 7.0 up to 1.20 V. (bottom left) j vs E representation. The black
solid line corresponds to the first cycle whereas the rest are drawn in
gray. (bottom right) j vs E representation as a function of cycles. (top
left) Plot of the charge under the anodic wave at 0.45 V upon cycling.
(top right) Plot of current density at 0.95 V vs number of cycles
(time).
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285 purpose, electrodeposition was performed on standard GC disk
286 electrodes achieving surface concentrations close to a
287 monolayer. GC rods of 5 and 7 mm diameter were also used
288 to increase the surface area and to drastically decrease the
289 amount of Ru complex anchored on the surface.
290 Initially, complex 23+ was anchored on the GC or GCrx (x =
291 5 or 7) electrodes, following the protocols as previously
292 described. An adequate concentration of the complex was
293 chosen to control the amount of deposited material. Then, the
294 electrode surface was sonicated and rinsed with acetone and
295 cleaned with a phosphate buffer solution at pH 7. Subsequently,
296 the new material was scanned 3 times from −0.4 to 0.6 V in an
297 aqueous solution at pH 7. The amount of the complex on the
298 electrode surface was quantified by integrating the charge below
299 the oxidative waves at 0.52 and 0.15 V. Finally, a potential of

3001.20 V was applied for 6 min to ensure complete conversion
301from GCr7-4X to GCr7-RuO2.
302The catalytic activity of the new materials was analyzed by
303 f6CV and chronoamperometry at pH 7.0. Figure 6 (left) shows

304the CV of GCr7-RuO2 with a surface concentration of 25
305pmols/cm2, exhibiting a huge electrocatalytic wave starting at
3061.10 V that reaches impressive current densities above 1.5 mA/
307cm2. Chronoamperometric experiments at Eapp = 1.275 V (η =
3080.70 V vs the 4e− oxidation of water to dioxygen, for 360 s)
309were used to calculate TOFi. A plot of TOFi vs the RuO2
310superficial concentration at the electrode is offered in Figure 6
311(right), and a respective Tafel plot is in Figure S20. As it can be
312observed in Figure 6 (right), it is impressive to see the large
313increase of TOFi as the Γ decreases. In the particular case of
314GCr7-RuO2 with Γ = 1.0 pmol, the TOFi reaches a value close
315to 300 Hz which is among the highest reported in the
316heterogeneous phase,19,22−24 reaching values very similar to the
317best ones obtained so far in homogeneous phase.10

318In order to be able to compare the performance of our
319electrode material with previous works reported in the
320literature for RuO2 and other oxides deposited at the surface
321of electrodes, we analyzed the roughness factor (RF) and the
322water oxidation catalytic activity following the benchmark
323proposed by Jaramillo et al.43 A glassy carbon electrode disk (r
324= 0.20 cm) was used to analyze the double layer capacitance in
325the absence of faradaic processes to determine the electro-
326chemically active surface area (ECSA) and RF; see Figure S21.
327Our experiments yielded an RF = 1−2 which indicates a surface
328coverage of RuO2 close or slightly above to one monolayer
329which is reasonable coming from a very small loading of the
330initial diazonium salt, 23+. The estimation of the RF enabled us
331to obtain the specific current density, js, defined as the
332geometrical current density divided by RF. This parameter
333allows thus a fair comparison with other electrocatalytic
334materials since it takes into account the real surface area of
335the electrode. With regard to catalyst activity we carried out the
336test recommended by Jaramillo et al.43 that consist on
337evaluating current densities (both j and js) as a function of
338potential using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) at 1600 rpm
339under 1 atm of O2 under steady state conditions using the same

Figure 5. X-ray absorption spectroscopy analysis of GCp-4n and
RuO2. (A) Ru K-edge spectra. (inset) Magnification of spectra around
edge half-height. (B) Ru K-edge energies (determined at edge half-
height). Error bars represent the accuracy of the energy calibration
procedure. (C) FTs of EXAFS spectra. FTs were calculated for k-
values of 1.7−12.2 Å−1 and using cos2 windows extending over 10% at
both k-range ends. Colors refer to the samples as indicated in part A;
spectra were vertically shifted for comparison. (inset) EXAFS
oscillations in k-space. Thin black lines are experimental data whereas
thick (colored) lines are simulations using parameters shown in Table
S1 in the SI. (D) Coordination number (N) of the Ru−Ru distance
(∼3.57 Å) of RuO2, facilitating determination of the relative amounts
of the oxide in the samples. Colors refer to samples as indicated in part
B, error bars represent the approximate range of N-values obtained for
using a Ru−Ru distance that was fixed to its value in RuO2 or
(slightly) variable in the EXAFS simulations for GCP-4n.

Figure 6. (left) Cyclic voltammetry of GCr7-RuO2 with a superficial
concentration of 25 pmols/cm2 at pH = 7.0, showing a large
electrocatalytic wave starting at 1.10 V (black line) and bare GCr7 at
20 mV/s of scan rate. (right) Plot of TOF for a series of GCr7-RuO2
(blue diamonds), GCr5-RuO2 (red squares), and GC-RuO2 (green
triangles) and (inset) in the 0−0.05 nmol/cm2 region. TOF are
calculated from chronoamperometric experiments at 1.273 V (η = 0.70
V) for 360 s, after blank subtraction and assuming 100% Faradaic
efficiency.
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340 GC electrode, see Figure S22. Here our experiments show that
341 to reach a js = 1 mA/cm2 at pH = 7.0 an overpotential (η) of
342 0.65 V is needed. Under the same conditions the cobalt oxide
343 water oxidation catalyst named “CoPi”, that has been
344 thoroughly studied,44,45 needs η = 1.2 V at pH = 0 and η =
345 0.45 V at pH = 14. Under static conditions at pH = 7 CoPi
346 needs η = 0.58 V to reach a js = 0.2 mA/cm2,46 whereas GC-
347 RuO2 need only 0.50 V (see the Supporting Information
348 section for additional details). The latter manifests that the GC-
349 RuO2 electrode prepared in this work is among the best
350 electrocatalytic materials reported so far.
351 Finally bulk electrolysis experiments were also carried out
352 using high surface area reticulated carbon sponge electrodes
353 GCs (20 ppi; volume = 1 cm3). Following a similar protocol as
354 for the carbon rod electrodes we generated GCs-4 and GCs-
355 RuO2. The latter was used to carry out a bulk electrolysis
356 experiment in a two compartment cell with an Eapp = 1.15 V (η
357 = 0.6 V) for 2 h containing a Clark electrode to measure the
358 molecular oxygen generated in the gas phase. A plot of current
359 intensity and [O2] vs time is presented in Figure S23. It is
360 impressive to see again that during the first 30 min TONs
361 higher than 25 000 are achieved with basically 100% Faradaic
362 efficiency. After 100 min the TON reaches a value of 45 000
363 although now the Faradaic efficiency drops, most likely due the
364 oxidation of the carbon sponge electrode as has been observed
365 before.47

3. DISCUSSION
366 3.1. Anchored WOCs and the Nature of Ru-bda on
367 Graphitic Surfaces. Anchoring molecular WOCs on solid
368 surfaces is an attractive strategy to generate hybrid solid-state
369 materials that can be used to carry out heterogeneous water
370 oxidation catalysis. Depending on the nature of the materials,
371 water oxidation anodes or photoanodes can be built.18−23,48,49

372 Anchored catalysts are very useful for building photo-
373 electrochemical cells for water splitting since they provide a
374 flexible engineering platform. However, one of the most
375 challenging aspects is the proper characterization of the surface-
376 immobilized species before, during, and after catalysis.
377 A number of WOCs have already been covalently anchored
378 to metal-oxide surfaces, using carboxylate or phosphonate
379 functionalities.18−20 In addition, a few of them have been
380 anchored on graphite surfaces.22−24 The graphitic surfaces
381 provide high conductivity, low-cost materials and are readily
382 available in a myriad of conformations. In addition, invariably,
383 every molecular water oxidation catalyst necessarily needs to
384 cycle through a labile Ru−OH2, or Ru−OH type of
385 intermediate species. The oxide surfaces can potentially
386 compete for this bond and thus generate Ru−Osurface bonds
387 that in turn deactivate the molecular catalyst. Such deactivation
388 process does not occur on graphitic surfaces or to a much lesser
389 extent in glassy carbon electrodes since the atomic ratio C/O is
390 usually below 14%.50 Therefore, from the functional
391 perspective, GC surfaces might have advantages as solid
392 supports when compared to metal-oxides. As a drawback,
393 they are susceptible to oxidation under high applied potentials,
394 so the graphitic surface can be oxidized and the C−C bond
395 between the surface and the molecular catalyst can be broken.
396 However, under “reasonable” potentials, the oxidation of the
397 surface is negligible. In addition, new carbon-based materials
398 such as the boron doped diamond (BDD)51 or nano-ITO-
399 reticulated vitreous carbon (nano-ITO-RVC)52 are incredibly
400 stable even at very high potentials.

401Our strategy was to use diazonium salts attached to the axial
402ligands that basically maintain the intrinsic electronic properties
403of the metal center in the original complex. Upon controlled
404reduction, they readily attach to the surface of the electrode
405generating hybrid materials. CV, XPS, and especially XAS
406spectroscopy allows a thorough characterization of the nature
407of the anchored species, allowing for characterization of the
408fresh catalyst before turnover and for monitoring the fate of the
409catalyst under normal operating conditions.
4103.2. Catalytic Performance of the Anchored Catalysts.
411At low potentials, up to the electrocatalytic wave, the GC-4
412behaves in a relatively discrete manner achieving TOFi of 0.27
413s−1 at 0.87 V. After a few cycles, the catalyst slowly deactivates.
414This is in sharp contrast with the spectacular performance and
415stability of the catalyst in the homogeneous phase, where a
416TOFi close to 1000 Hz with an oxidative efficiency close to
417100% is observed under optimized conditions using Ce(IV) as
418a primary oxidant.15,16 The radically different behavior of the
419supported catalyst, when compared to the complex in solution,
420might be due to dimerization of the complex in the
421homogeneous phase upon reaching the high oxidation state
422Ru(V) to generate the RuOORu species via an I2M mechanism
423and subsequently dioxygen evolution.10 The low translational
424mobility of the anchored Ru complex, due to the covalent C−C
425bond with the graphitic surface, precludes the dimer formation
426and favors the water nucleophilic attack type of mechanism.
427Such a process has higher activation energy and significant
428deactivation pathways, as judged by the loss of activity after a
429few catalytic cycles.
430At higher potentials, the electrocatalytic wave shifts anodi-
431cally by approximately 200 mV, indicating that a new material is
432formed while the original catalyst is depleted. Surprisingly, the
433newly generated material is extraordinarily active toward water
434oxidation. Such material is unambiguously characterized as a
435form of electrodeposited RuO2. The transformation occurs
436without forming any detectable reaction intermediates,
437implying that it is rapidly completed through ligand
438degradation possibly all the way to CO2.

53,54 The decom-
439position might happen in conjunction with ligand loss to the
440solution. Thus, the anchored molecular catalyst, for instance
441GCr7-4, acts as a precursor for the generation of RuO2
442electrodeposited on the electrode surface, forming GCr7-
443RuO2, with TOFi close to 300 s−1 and TONs > 45 000.
444At this point, it is of interest to compare the activity of our
445materials to those that have already been reported in the
446literature. This is a very difficult task, due the different
447conditions under which the catalysts are described. To
448objectively evaluate the performance of the electrocatalytic
449materials, Jaramillo et al. have described benchmark tests that
450consists in calculating electroactive surface areas (ECSAs),
451roughness factors (RFs) and measurements of current densities
452(j and js) as a function of overpotential values.43 Following this
453benchmark tests, a range of oxides including those of Co, Ni,
454and Ir have been evaluated at t pH = 0.0 and 14.0. These
455extreme conditions are needed to come up with the best
456performance for these oxides. Both at pH = 0 and pH = 14,
457IrOx turns out to be the best catalyst whereas CoPi performs
458relatively well at pH =14. Our catalyst exhibits high
459performance even at pH = 7.0, thus we compare our
460electrocatalytic materials with those of CoPi at pH = 7.0, for
461which the needed information is available.46 The fact that our
462systems are comparable, or slightly better, in terms of specific
463current densities than those of CoPi manifests the excellent
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464 performance for oxygen evolution of our hybrid electrocatalyst
465 materials. In addition, while GC-RuO2 works in a neat pH =
466 7.0 electrolyte solution, the CoPi the systems need a 0.5 mM
467 solution of Co(III) so that a significant amount of CoOx
468 remains at the electrode.
469 Another interesting aspect of our system is the inverse
470 correlation of the electrocatalytic activity versus surface
471 concentration. This phenomenon has already been described
472 for metal oxide nanoparticles (NP) and in particular for gold
473 oxides NP55 and has been ascribed to a combination of factors
474 including electronic and geometrical effects.55−57 From an
475 electronic perspective, the smaller the particle (or nanoparticle)
476 the higher the number of Ru atoms with low coordination sites.
477 An additional influence to the performance can also be due to a
478 synergistic interaction of the electrode surface and the catalyst
479 NP as well as the superficial charge of the NP. From a
480 geometrical perspective, different crystal facets can have
481 different reactivity and the decrease of particle size can also
482 generate an increase of these active facets with regard to the
483 nonactive ones. In addition, NP can also have a certain degree
484 of fluxionality that might influence performance. At present, we
485 do not know which one of these factors and to what extend
486 might be responsible for the inverse correlation. Further
487 analysis of this aspect will be reported in the future.

4. CONCLUSIONS
488 We have synthesized Ru-bda complexes with axial pyridyl
489 ligands, functionalized with diazonium salts that serve to attach
490 the complexes to graphitic surfaces under reductive treatment.
491 The resulting surface functionalization generates a solid-state
492 material with modest catalytic activity. However, under
493 performance conditions, it readily decomposes to form a highly
494 dispersed RuO2 thin-film exhibiting outstanding electrocatalytic
495 performance for electrocatalytic dioxygen evolution by water-
496 splitting.
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